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Objectives

• Increase awareness of suicide as a public health issue by gaining new
knowledge in the field of suicide prevention
• Learn more about the Massachusetts Coalition for Suicide Prevention by
attending a reception hosted by the Coalition or visiting the exhibit tables
• Gain knowledge about the special needs of suicide survivors and survivors
of suicide attempts through various workshops and networking
• Enhance suicide assessment and intervention skills by participating
in various workshops instructed by leaders in the field

Who Should Attend?

Public health and mental health professionals, social
workers, nurses, public safety officials, first responders,
law enforcement officers, emergency medical technicians,
corrections personnel, community leaders and advocates,
survivors, counselors, clergy and faith community leaders,
educators and school administrators, elder service staff,
persons working with youth programs, GLBT advocates,
providers of veterans’ services and anyone interested in
preventing self-harm and suicide in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts.

Registration

On-line registration is now available. Please go to www.
adcare-educational.org to register and pay on-line. If you have
questions regarding program registration contact: AdCare
Educational Institute (508) 752-7313; (508) 754-0039/TTY.
If the conference is cancelled due to inclement weather, a
message will be recorded on AdCare Educational Institute’s
voicemail at (508) 752-7313 by 6:30 am on the day of the
conference. Advance registration and payment are required.

Book store!

Attendees will have the
opportunity to purcha
se
books on mental healt
h and
well being, some author
ed
by our presenters, in ou
r
Bookseller room staffe
d by
Professional Books, In
c.

Continuing Education

5.50 (per day) hours of Continuing Education will be offered
for Licensed Alcohol and Drug Counselors, (LADC I, LADCII,
and LADC Assistants, Certified Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Counselors (CAC/CADC), Nurses (RN/LPN), Social Workers
(SW) and Licensed Mental Health Counselors (LMHC). AdCare
Educational Institute, Inc., is recognized by the National
Board for Certified Counselors to offer continuing education
for National Certified Counselors (NCC). AdCare Educational
Institute, Inc. is an NBCC-Approved Continuing Education
Provider (ACEPTM) and may offer NBCC-approved clock
hours for events that meet NBCC requirements. The ACEP
solely is responsible for all aspects of the program.
AdCare Educational Institute, Inc. has been approved to offer
continuing education credit for Certified Addiction Specialists
(CAS) in accordance with the American Academy of Health Care
Providers in the Addictive Disorders. Approval No. 10-1510.
AdCare Educational Institute, Inc. is approved by the
American Psychological Association to sponsor continuing
education for psychologists. AdCare Educational Institute, Inc.
maintains responsibility for this program and its content.

A Special Note on Confidentiality
Conference organizers recognize that presenters and attendees may share and hear information that in other settings
would be considered private and confidential. Because of the broad public nature of this conference and the fact that
print, broadcast and web media and other information disseminating outlets are likely to be in attendance, conference
organizers are not able to guarantee any measure of confidentiality for presenters and attendees.

Directions
&
Overnight
Accommodations
Sheraton Framingham
Hotel & Conference
Center
1657 Worcester Road
Framingham, MA 01701

866-716-8120
www.Sheraton.com/Framingham

Hotel Reservations must
be made directly with the
Sheraton Framingham Hotel
& Conference Center

A block of overnight rooms have been reserved at the Sheraton Framingham Hotel & Conference
Center at a discounted rate of $149.00 plus tax.
Reduced rate hotel rooms will be held until 5:00 pm on April 1, 2016.
Please make sure to enter the complete address if using a GPS.
From East: Follow the Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90) West to Exit 12. Bear Left after the toll (turns into Route 9 West
towards Framingham). Stay in the right lane. The hotel is the first building on the right.
From North: Take Interstate 93 South to Exit 37B (Interstate 95 South/Route 128 South towards Waltham). Follow
I-95/Rte. 128 South to Exit 25 (Interstate 90 West/Massachusetts Turnpike). From the Massachusetts Turnpike take
Exit 12 and bear left after the toll (turns into Route 9 West towards Framingham). Stay in the right lane. The hotel is
the first building on the right.
From West: Follow the Massachusetts Turnpike (Interstate 90) East to Exit 12. Bear left after the toll (turns into
Route 9 West towards Framingham. Stay in the right lane. The hotel is the first building on the right.
From South: Take Interstate 95 North to Exit 6B (Interstate 495 North towards Worcester). Continue on I-495
North for about 25 miles. Take Exit 22 (Massachusetts Turnpike/Interstate 90 East) towards Boston. Follow the
Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90) East to Exit 12. Bear left after the toll (turns into Route 9 West towards Framingham).
Stay in the right lane. The hotel is the first building on the right.
From Boston Logan International Airport: Take the Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90) to Exit 12, Framingham. Bear
left after the toll booths, following signs to Marlborough, Route 9 West. Stay in right lane as you merge onto Route 9
westbound. Hotel entrance is on your right.
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DAY 1 – APRIL 27

Agenda

7:45–8:45	Registration

7:45–8:45	Registration

8:45–9:05

Welcome

8:45–9:05

Welcome

9:05–10:05

KEYNOTE

9:05–10:05

KEYNOTE

Transforming Stigma into Strength™
The Stigma Cycle™: “Stigma starts with shame.
Shame leads to silence. Silence leads to selfdestructive behavior and suicide.” The process repeats
and it becomes an endless, downward spiral.
Transform shame through being proactive about
taking care of yourself physically, mentally, and socially.
Transform silence through keeping the subject of
mental health in everyday conversation and in school.
Transform self-destructive behavior (especially
suicidal behavior) through consistently looking
for teachable moments to help other people
(INCLUSIVITY)
Keynote Speaker
Michael Veny, Founder of TransformingStigma.com

DAY 2 – APRIL 28

Zero Suicide in Health Care: The Missing Link in Suicide Prevention
In the 15 years since the first National Strategy on Suicide Prevention was developed,
deaths by suicide in the U.S. have increased over 40%. Clearly, our suicide prevention
strategies are underpowered. During this period, we have also learned that many people
die by suicide in “the health care neighborhood”--while they were patients in health plans,
in proximity to healthcare or behavioral healthcare visits. Fortunately, a new approach
to providing suicide safe care have been developed, tested, and implemented with
promising results in real world behavioral health and health systems.
This presentation will describe suicide as a problem in health systems, identify key
elements of the “Zero Suicide in Health Care” approach, and discuss resources that are
available to help health and behavioral health programs and systems prevent deaths from
suicide.
Keynote Speaker
Michael F. Hogan, Ph.D., Principal, Hogan Health Solutions LLC

10:15–12:15

Session One (A1–E1)

Dr. Michael Hogan served as New York State Commissioner of Mental Health from
2007-2012, and now operates a consulting practice in health and behavioral health
care. The NYS Office of Mental Health operated 23 accredited psychiatric hospitals,
and oversaw New York’s $5B public mental health system serving 650,000 individuals
annually. Previously Dr. Hogan served as Director of the Ohio Department of Mental
Health (1991-2007) and Commissioner of the Connecticut DMH from 1987-1991. He
chaired the President’s New Freedom Commission on Mental Health in 2002-2003. He
was appointed as the first behavioral health representative on the board of The Joint
Commission in 2007, and as a member of the National Action Alliance for Suicide
Prevention in 2010. He is a member of the NIMH National Mental Health Advisory Council.
Previously, he served on the NIMH Council (1994-1998), as President of the National
Association of State Mental Health Program Directors (2003-2005) and as Board President
of NASMHPD’s Research Institute (1989-2000). His awards for national leadership include
recognition by the National Governor’s Association, the National Alliance on Mental
Illness, the Campaign for Mental Health Reform, the American College of Mental Health
Administration and the American Psychiatric Association. He is a graduate of Cornell
University, and earned a MS degree from the State University College in Brockport NY,
and a Ph.D. from Syracuse University.

12:15–1:15

Lunch

10:05–10:15	Break

1:15–2:45

Session Two (F1–K1)

10:15–12:15

Session One (A2–F2)

2:45–3:00	Break

12:15–1:15

Lunch

3:00–4:15

1:15–2:15

ATTEMPT Survivor Panel PLENARY

Mike Veny is America’s leading mental health speaker,
a high-energy interactive drumming facilitator, and
proud member of Meeting Professionals International
(MPI). He delivers entertaining, engaging, and
educational experiences to conferences and events
throughout the world.
After suffering from a devastating mental health
breakdown in August of 2011, Mike made the decision
to use his speaking and drumming skills to serve
others. As a person who painfully struggles with
mental health challenges every day, he is committed to
transforming the stigma surrounding mental health.
10:05–10:15	Break

Session Three (L1–Q1)

There will be a free optional reception
sponsored by the MA Coalition for Suicide
Prevention on Wednesday from 4:30–6:00
with hors d’oeuvres and speakers. All are
welcome. Please check off appropriate box
on registration form if you will be attending
this reception.

We are excited to be able to offer a new perspective on suicide prevention – that of the
suicide attempt survivor. Through funding from DPH, several pilot support groups for
suicide attempt survivors have recently been providing much needed support for attempt
survivors. This panel will feature participants from the different groups currently going on.
The panelists will talk briefly about their experiences in the groups, what has helped, what
additional supports they would like to see and how they continue to reach out for support
and cope with their struggles.
Moderated by: Debbie Helms, Program Supervisor, Samaritans of the Merrimack Valley
2:15–2:30 	Break
2:30–4:00

Session TWO (G2–J2)

Note: For anyone feeling a need for support there will be Samaritan volunteers, available
both days, who would be glad to talk with you. These volunteers will be wearing
white ribbons. There will be a private room (Weston Room) available at the hotel.
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REGISTRATION FORM

On-line registration is now available at www.adcare-educational.org
Deadline for Registration is April 21, 2016.
Advance registration and payment are required. Space is
limited and will be filled on a first come, first-served basis.
We accept checks, money orders, and purchase orders.
To pay by credit card, please register online at
www.adcare-educational.org.
To register, please complete this form, indicating workshop
selections, include check payable to AdCare Educational
Institute Inc., and mail to:
AdCare Educational Institute, Inc.
5 Northampton Street, Worcester, MA 01605
Attn: Suicide Prevention Conference Registration

Fees:
Please indicate below which day(s) you wish to attend
April 27 only: Registration & CEs
o $50.00
o I will be attending the free optional reception.
April 28 only: Registration & CEs
o $50.00
Both Days:

Registration & CEs
o $80.00

Please indicate your workshop choices below:
Space is limited for each workshop and will be filled on
first-come, first-served basis. Also indicate your second
choice (Second choice workshops will be assigned if not
indicated below).

Wednesday, April 27 – Workshops (Day 1)

Name

Session 1: 10:15–12:15 ( A1–E1 )

Agency

______
Address

First Choice

______

Second Choice

Session 2: 1:15–2:45 ( F1–K1 )
______

City/State/Zip

First Choice

______

Second Choice

Session 3: 3:00–4:15 ( L1–Q1 )
Daytime Phone

______

Fax

Second Choice

Session 1: 10:15–12:15 ( A2–F2 )

*Registration Confirmation will be e-mailed to you at the
e-mail address listed above. Please print e-mail address
clearly. (Registration will be confirmed by e-mail only)

If you are applying for CEs, please indicate your
professional affiliation
Continuing Education:
License #:

o NCC

______

Thursday, April 28 – Workshops (Day 2)

(*Required) Email

o LADC

First Choice

o CAC/CADC
o SW

o CAS

o PSYCH

o RN/LPN

______

First Choice

______

Second Choice

Session 2: 2:30–4:00 ( G2–J2 )
______

First Choice

______

Second Choice

How To Dress Business casual attire. Bring a sweater or
jacket so YOU can adjust to different room temperatures.
Access Accommodations:
If you are deaf or hard of hearing, or are a person with a
disability who requires accommodation, please contact
Laura Guida by April 13, 2016 at (508) 752-7313 (phone),
(508)-754-0039 (TTY) or email:
Laura@adcare-educational.org.
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WORKSHOPS
DAY 1 – APRIL 27, 2016
choose one from each session

Session One (10:15–12:15) (A1–E1)
A1. RETURNING HOME FROM WAR: SERVING THOSE WHO HAVE SERVED US
This presentation will educate clinicians and community members about the invisible wounds of war-Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). You will learn about the reintegration process and how a service member’s invisible wounds
of war can impact family dynamics. You will learn the unique aspects of military culture, from a veteran’s personal experience, and
tips for how to engage service members, veterans and military connected families in care. You will also understand suicide risk in
the military and how you can help. Learn the risk factors and warning signs of suicide and basic considerations for intervening with
suicidal individuals. Finally, a brief overview of the Red Sox Foundation and Massachusetts General Hospital Home Base Program
and other resources will be provided.
Timothy J. Petersen, PhD, Clinical Psychologist, Home Base, Associate Psychologist, MGH Program Director, The Bulfinch
Program, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School; Bill Davidson Director of Outreach and Peer Support Home
Base; Laura Lakin, Veteran Outreach Coordinator, Home Base

B1. TRANSFORMING STIGMA INTO SUPPORT & SPONSORSHIPS™
Designed for organizations, this variation on Transforming Stigma into Strength™ focuses exclusively on how to use the Transforming
Stigma™ principles to raise more money and attract more volunteers to your cause. Attendees will learn about how to plan more
effectively, develop consistent systems, and attract corporate sponsors. Don’t miss this opportunity.
Michael Veny, Founder of TransformingStigma.com

C1. NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN UNDERSTANDING, MANAGING, AND TREATING SUICIDAL BEHAVIOR
The field of suicide prevention is evolving with important new empirically supported theories and interventions. This workshop begins
with a review of the spectrum of self-destructive behavior. Clients who present with multiple self-harm behaviors in combination are
identified as being at significant risk. Such individuals tend to have the insidious combination of a biological predisposition to mental
illness and a history of trauma. Working with such individuals requires constructing a hierarchy of risk because those who are “polyself-destructive” are unlikely to extinguish all their self-harm behaviors simultaneously.
The second part of this training focuses on distinguishing suicidal behavior from non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI; such as cutting,
self-hitting, burning, and skin picking). Points of distinction include: prevalence, intent, method, frequency, aftermath, reactions of
caregivers, and the importance, or lack thereof, of restriction of means (Walsh, 2014). With this review as a foundation, the empirical
relationship between recurrent NSSI and suicide attempts is discussed (Victor & Klonsky, 2014).
Joiner (2015) has recently identified four key dimensions in predicting imminent risk of suicide. His Acute Suicidal Affective
Disturbance (ASAD) is an important development in the field of suicidology. The ASAD will be discussed in detail with illustrative case
examples.
In addition, Klonsky’s new Three Step Theory of Suicide (2015) will be explicated. This empirically supported theory includes useful
enhancements to Joiner’s seminally important Interpersonal Theory of Suicide (2005).
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Finally, this workshop will review Jobes’ Collaboration Assessment and Management of Suicidality (CAMS; 2006). This evidencebased approach will be reviewed with an emphasis on Jobes’ pragmatic guidelines including the use of crisis response plans, coping
cards, and survival kits.
Barent Walsh, PhD, Executive Director Emeritus, Senior Clinical Consultant, The Bridge

D1. PART I: ELDERS AND SUICIDE
This presentation will focus on the high rate of suicides among the elderly and the suicide risk factors among that population. The
presentation will also include my lived experience (i.e., suicide of a family member) and some vignettes on the subject drawn from my
work with elders.
Joleen Payeur-Olsen, Community Counseling of Bristol County

PART II: IS IT BULLYING? ASSESSING AND INTERVENING WITH OLDER ADULTS
We will differentiate bullying from other bad behavior; describe common characteristics of bullies and those likely to be targeted;
provide assessment and intervention strategies that involve the entire community (including bystanders) in creating a welcoming,
accepting community.
Marsha Frankel, LICSW, Clinical Director of Services for Older Adults, Director of Mental Health JF&CS

E1. RESPONDING TO SUDDEN, UNEXPECTED LOSS: STRATEGIES FOR SUPPORTING SCHOOLS, ORGANIZATIONS, AND
COMMUNITIES
This training will introduce participants to the comprehensive skills and strategies needed to support schools, organizations, and
communities after a suicide death or a sudden, unexpected loss. “The Riverside Trauma Center’s Postvention Guidelines” listed
in the Suicide Prevention Resource Center’s Best Practice Registry will be presented. Facilitating healthy grieving, stabilizing the
environment, and reducing the risk of contagion will be covered. Participants will learn why grief after suicide or homicide is more
complicated and why exposure to a suicide death becomes a risk factor. “Copy -cat” suicides, contagion, and clusters will be
defined and strategies for minimizing risk will be presented. There will be an emphasis on postvention dilemmas such as demands
for permanent memorials and how to commemorate a suicide death without glorifying it. The workshop leaders will share examples
from their extensive experience providing postvention services throughout Massachusetts.
Waheeda Saif, LMHC Program Coordinator Riverside Trauma Center; Jim McCauley LICSW Associate Director Riverside
Trauma Center

Session Two (1:15–2:45) (F1–K1)
F1. A WORKSHOP TO BETTER UNDERSTAND SAFE MESSAGING AND THE MEDIA
This media-focused workshop will have a panel of journalists, including Maria Stephanos from Channel 5, Lynn Jolicoeur from WBUR
and David O’Leary from Magic 106.7 among others. The focus of this panel will be to explore how safe messaging is key for suicide
prevention and postvention. We will focus on guidelines used by media in reporting on suicide deaths, suicide attempts, and mental
health challenges. We also hope to be able to discuss ways in which we can all work collaboratively with different media venues to
promote help-seeking, resources, and hope while reducing the risk of further suicides. We will have panelists from different areas of
the state as well as different forms of media, i.e. social medial, newspapers, radio, electronic, and funeral home condolence pages.
Maria Stephanos from Channel 5, Lynn Jolicoeur from WBUR and David O’Leary from Magic
Moderated by: Debbie Helms, Program Supervisor, Samaritans of the Merrimack Valley

G1. HOPE, FAITH AND THE POWER OF THE BROKEN
David left behind nearly two decades of bipolar depression, self injury and institutionalization to find a steady life in a healthy state of
recovery. David candidly discusses his experience of illness, the hopeful lessons on healing learned from the other fractured people
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he encountered on his journey, and what life in recovery means. David is joined by Amy, his wife, who shares her perspective on
stigma and the healing power of conversation. Attendees are encouraged to ask questions and participate in a robust and frank
discussion with the Fitzpatricks.
David Fitzpatrick, Author of Sharp: My Story of Madness Cutting and How I Reclaimed My Life; Amy Fitzpatrick

H1. TO DREAM THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM: HOW CLINICIANS CAN ACTUALLY HELP ACUTELY SUICIDAL PEOPLE
WITHOUT HAVING NIGHTMARES ABOUT LIABILITY
Current laws and policies aimed at preventing suicide are counterproductive. They obstruct suicidal people from seeking help,
and mental health professionals from providing the best help that they can. This workshop seeks to provide specific and concrete
suggestions about how mental health professionals can provide support for people struggling with suicide by exposing myths about
liability, reporting on interviews and surveys of hundreds of people who had made serious suicide attempts, and discussing what
the past ten years of malpractice cases tell us about actual mistakes that providers make (they are probably not the ones you would
suspect). Finally, we will see how these interviews are consistent with evidence-based approaches, and suggest reframing our
current concepts about people who are suicidal, and what helps them best.
Susan Stefan, Author, Center for Public Representation in Newton and Northampton, MA

I1. THE SUICIDAL MIND VS SUICIDE THEORIES – WHAT CAN WE DO WITH WHAT WE KNOW TO HELP CHOOSE LIFE?
So we know all the risk factors about suicide already. We have heard all the warning signs. Yet, suicide keeps happening. This
workshop will take an in depth look at why people die by suicide using some of the more well known theories about suicide. We will
look at research about protective factors, about the suicidal mind and how it may be prevented. This workshop will highlight some
commonalities with those experiencing suicidal thoughts and what we can do as caregivers to alter the life trajectory and help the
person choose life over death.
Maura Weir, M.A., William James College

J1. TO BE OR NOT TO BE, THAT IS NOT THE ONLY QUESTION: WAYS TO INCLUDE SUICIDE PREVENTION AND HEALTHY
COPING MESSAGES IN EXISTING SCHOOL CURRICULA
While curriculum specific to suicide prevention can be an important component of a school’s overall suicide prevention strategy, it
should not stand alone. There is room to build suicide prevention information and messages about healthy coping into classrooms
on an ongoing, daily basis regardless of the topic being taught. Many of the themes in this session have come from postvention work
where schools start to question whether they should continue with a particular part of the curriculum in the immediate aftermath of
a death (eg “we were about to start reading Romeo and Juliet, should we still do that?”). This session – primarily geared towards
school personnel – will address these questions, and look at ways of thinking about safe and supportive messaging at all times.
Joanna Bridger, LICSW, Clinical Services Director, Riverside Trauma Center; Waheeda Saif, LMHC; Program Coordinator, Riverside
Trauma Center

K1. SUICIDE PREVENTION 101
The Samaritans of Merrimack Valley, a program of Family Services of the Merrimack Valley, will present a workshop intended to
provide a foundation of knowledge on suicide prevention. Topics include suicide terminology, truths about suicide, statistics, risk
factors, warnings signs, protective factors, talking with someone at risk of suicide and resources available to provide the appropriate
care for those at risk of suicide. Participants will receive handouts including the power point presentation, statistical information,
resources, suggested reading material and more.
Mary Quinn, LICSW, Samaritans of Merrimack Valley, Training Coordinator; Janice McCarthy, Samaritans of Merrimack Valley
Training Facilitator
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Session Three (3:00–4:15) (L1–Q1)
L1. SUICIDE PREVENTION WITH TRANSGENDER YOUTH AND ADULTS
Research shows that family acceptance is the single most predictive indicator for the long-term health and wellbeing of transgender
people. Yet the 2011 National Transgender Discrimination Survey found 40% of transgender people rejected by their families,
experiencing high rates of bias at all levels of society, with 41% attempting suicide compared to 1.6% in the general population.
This workshop will examine the prevalence of transgender and gender nonconforming youth and adults in the general population;
rates and risk factors for suicidality across the lifespan; and achievable prevention strategies for families, health care providers,
educators, and communities.
Candace Waldron, MDiv

M1. PROGRESS IN BRINGING SUPPORT SERVICES TO SUICIDE ATTEMPT SURVIVORS IN MA
Thanks in large part to the DPH suicide prevention program in MA, more services than ever are being provided for people who have
attempted suicide. This workshop will discuss the types of support services currently being offered in MA, any relevant data that
has been collected, the structure of each as well as trainings available to anyone who wishes to start a support group for people
who have attempted suicide. We will also be discussing ways in which we can continue to bring new support services to attempt
survivors, including support groups for family members of attempt survivors and possibly workshops for clinicians.
Debbie Helms, Program Supervisor, Samaritans of the Merrimack Valley

N1. THREE DADS, THREE SONS, THREE SUICIDES
In the natural order of things, you are not supposed to attend your child’s funeral. These three dads did just that. With all different
stories they share one commonality. Suicide. Their sons’ struggles with and death by suicide has been a cross for them to carry and
now they tell their stories to help others try and understand this great loss. Suicide affects all people differently and these dads will
share their experiences and perspectives about going through one of, if not the most difficult time in their lives from the point of being
a parent. They will talk about what life was like before the suicide of their loved one and about finding life after suicide happened.
Their stories will offer insight to those living with the pain or who have had suicide very close to home. Come hear messages of hope
from these men. It just may inspire you to reach out to those in need or to become involved with your local coalition in the suicide
prevention movement in Massachusetts.
Panel: Chuck Delaney; John Kick; Steve Boczenowski; Moderated by: Maura Weir, M.A.

O1. THE “S” WORD: THE ROLE OF SCHOOLS IN PREVENTING SUICIDE
Since children and teens spend a significant amount of their lives in school, faculty and staff are uniquely positioned to recognize
the signs of suicide and make the appropriate referrals for help. To be able to do this though, school personnel will need training
to acquire the necessary skills, vocabulary and techniques to support young people at risk of suicide and self-injury and make the
appropriate referral. To ensure that school personnel gain these skills, the Massachusetts Department of Public Health’s Suicide
Prevention Program developed an online training titled The “S” Word: The Role of School in Preventing Suicide. In this workshop,
participants will learn more about the making of The “S” Word as well as how school personnel can use the training to help
recognize, identify and respond to young people who may be at risk for suicide.
Brandy Brooks, MA, MS, Contract Manager, Massachusetts Suicide Prevention Program; Lurena Lee, MA, Program Coordinator II,
Division of Violence and Injury Prevention (DVIP), Massachusetts Department of Public Health

P1. THE POWER OF STORIES: NAMI’S IN OUR OWN VOICE PROGRAM
The only shameful thing about mental health conditions is the stigma attached to them. Stigma leads to isolation, misinformation and
frequently prevents sufferers from seeking help. When we share our stories we challenge stigma and speak to the reality of mental
health. IOOV is a presentation in which two trained presenters share their personal experiences living in recovery. By speaking up we
show others they are not alone; that things can get better; that help is available; and that recovery is real.
Helina Fontes, National Alliance on Mental Illness; Eliza T. Williamson, National Alliance on Mental Illness
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Q1. SUICIDE PREVENTION AMONG CULTURALLY VARIED POPULATIONS
In 2015, the Greater Boston Regional Suicide Prevention Coalition (GBRSPC) and the Connection Lab teamed up with several
organizations and agencies in the Boston area to conduct focus group research with various cultural groups in order to 1) learn more
about the conceptions of suicide across different cultural groups, 2) learn more about the cultural supports available in communities,
3) better understand the prevention needs of particular communities, 4) learn about the similarities/differences across cultures in
terms of help-seeking, and 5) learn how to better serve diverse communities. During this session, presenters will share key crosscultural findings from six focus groups which were conducted with community members from and professionals serving Asian
(including both Asian-born and Asian-American), Haitian (including both Haitian-born and Haitian-American) and Latino (born in
Spanish-speaking countries or identifying as Latino or Hispanic) communities. Presenters will also share preliminary findings from
community-based focus groups conducted in early 2016. Additionally, session attendees will learn about how GBRSPC will be using
the findings to engage with communities to improve suicide prevention efforts targeted at specific cultural groups.
Tony Dellovo, MPH, CO-Chair, Greater Boston Regional Suicide Prevention Coalition & Screening for Mental Health; Joanna
Bridger, LICSW, Clinical Services Director, Riverside Trauma Center; Emily Bhargava, MA, Connection Lab
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DAY 2 – APRIL 28, 2016
choose one from each session

Session ONE (10:15–12:15) (A2–F2)
A2. THE FACE OF SUICIDE
A panel of suicide survivors (people who have lost a loved one to suicide) will share their personal experiences.
Moderated by: Debbie DiMasi, Director, Grief Support Services, Samaritans, Inc.

B2. AN AUDACIOUS AND TRANSFORMATIVE GOAL: BRINGING ZERO SUICIDE TO MA
Zero Suicide is an evidence based quality improvement initiative used successfully by health care organizations to reduce the rate
of suicide among their members. Zero Suicide is a proven process for instituting change in the delivery of health care and improving
the quality of care provided people at risk for suicide. SAMHSA has embraced Zero Suicide as an integral part of behavioral health
care delivery. Zero Suicide is a goal of the national suicide prevention plan and the Massachusetts suicide prevention plan. Come
listen to our keynote speaker, Mike Hogan, as he provides consultation to a panel of representatives of healthcare systems, state
agencies and MassHealth payor organizations who are beginning to implement Zero Suicide. Hear about what’s working! Learn from
their mistakes! This is an opportunity to understand how to begin the process of implementing Zero Suicide and create momentum
within your own organization. The panel members are all participating in the MA DPH Youth Suicide Prevention Project funded by
SAMHSA. Representatives of health care clinics, quality managers, etc are encouraged to attend this workshop. Attendees will have
a chance to sign up to participate in a Zero Suicide Learning Collaborative to be sponsored by DPH.
Panelist: Michael F. Hogan, Ph.D., Principal, Hogan Health Solutions LLC; TBA
Moderated by: Alan Holmlund, Director, Suicide Prevention Program, Massachusetts of Public Health

C2. BEST PRACTICES IN TREATMENT
This session will provide an overview of many of the evidence-based and promising practices for working with clients who are
experiencing/have experienced suicidal thoughts or behaviors. There will be a discussion of the research supporting specific
therapeutic modalities and some of the pros and cons of each approach. Information about the use of technology (social media,
downloadable applications for smartphones, websites, etc) to compliment therapy will also be provided. In addition, information
will be provided about where clinicians can receive specific training if they are interested in learning how to implement any of the
therapeutic approaches highlighted.
Larry Berkowitz, EdD; Director, Riverside Trauma Center; Joanna Bridger, LICSW, Clinical Services Director Riverside Trauma
Center; Nanci Ginty Butler, Coordinator for Program Development, Riverside Trauma Center

D2. RESOURCES AND STRATEGIES FOR REACHING OUT TO VETERANS IN MASSACHUSETTS
Since 2008 the SAVE Team (Statewide Advocacy for Veteran Empowerment) peer outreach program of the Massachusetts
Department of Veteran Services has been reaching out to veterans across the Commonwealth who are at risk. A panel of veteran
peer outreach specialists will talk about their various suicide prevention activities, the recently developed Veteran Court Diversion
programs, the trainings and educational programs they offer, and the strategies they use for engaging high risk veterans. They will
present the resources available across the Commonwealth including: Veteran Service Officers, Chapter 115, the VA hospital system,
and the regional Vet Centers for combat veterans. Panelists will share case examples and there will be ample time for questions and
answers.
Panelists: Dan Brennan; Chris Doyle; Gabe Nutter; Don Purington; Moderated by: Tom Hannon

E2. MIDDLE AGED MEN AND SUICIDE – A TRAINING FOR CLINICIANS
The Samaritans of Merrimack Valley, a program of Family Services of the Merrimack Valley, will present a workshop for clinicians
aimed at reducing the incidence of suicide among men ages 35–64. Topics include statistics specific to middle aged men in the
United States and Massachusetts, discussing the differences between male and female depression, identifying risk and protective
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factors and warning signs, asking questions about suicide risk, developing a safety plan, reviewing suicide risk assessment tools and
treatment options, understanding the importance of reducing access to lethal means and providing middle aged men with resources
including Mass Men and Man Therapy.
Mary Quinn, LICSW, Samaritans of Merrimack Valley, Training Coordinator

F2. VOICES STILL UNHEARD – YOUTH & THEIR FAMILIES
Where is the voice of our youth? What do those in their twenties, whether in college, the workforce – or neither – what do they
have to say about what worked for them, what didn’t, and what would have been helpful as they traveled the difficult path of teen
depression, self-injury, suicidal ideation and suicide attempts? The second voice is that of their friends and family as they struggled
from the distance or alongside their loved one.
In this workshop, you will first experience those collective voices via film, and then executive producers Annemarie Matulis and
Tracey Pacheco Medeiros will facilitate an interactive discussion to brainstorm to generate ideas and actions that might help fill the
gaps in resources in response to the sharing from the film.
Voices Still Unheard: Annemarie Matulis; Tracey Pacheco Medeiros; Jennie Babcock; Laure Lynch

Attempt Survivor Panel PLENARY (1:15 – 2:15)
We are excited to be able to offer a new perspective on suicide prevention – that of the suicide attempt survivor. Through
funding from DPH, several pilot support groups for suicide attempt survivors have recently been providing much needed support
for attempt survivors. This panel will feature participants from the different groups currently going on. The panelists will talk briefly
about their experiences in the groups, what has helped, what additional supports they would like to see and how they continue
to reach out for support and cope with their struggles.
Moderated by: Debbie Helms, Program Supervisor, Samaritans of the Merrimack Valley

Session Two (2:30–4:00) (G2–J2)
G2. DRUM UP YOUR FEELINGS™
This program is designed exclusively as a leadership for adults. Drumming creates a profound sense of energy self and synergy
others. That’s right, the simple act of having people gather in a circle and bang out a beat can be tremendously uniting, motivating,
and downright FUN. Participants will learn simple music skills, rhythms, and how to work as a team. Most importantly, everyone
will learn rhythms by repeating INCLUSIVE phrases out loud, such as, “I Feel Happy When I’m With Friends!” By the end of this
session, participants will be able to perform complex percussion rhythm as a group, perform an original percussion composition, and
feel a stronger bond with participants. Lots of music will be made with percussion instruments. Participants will experience smiles,
laughter, and excitement through interactive games.
Michael Veny, Founder of TransformingStigma.com

H2. IS THIS THE NIGHT – FINDING INNER PEACE
Is This the Night – Finding Inner Peace was designed for and dedicated to the family & friends of suicide attempt survivors in
response to a recommendation in the National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention’s July 2014 The Way Forward to address
“coping strategies to avoid burnout, especially in consideration of their vigilance and help-giving efforts.” This wellness check
workshop can benefit anyone. In New England, we hear the familiar preparation checklist whenever we brace for the winter blizzard
or the nor’easter. Those who hope to keep us safe do their best to forewarn us as early as possible to avoid disasters. The check-list
concept is a well-used tool to avoid disasters. Is This the Night weaves the wellness checklist version through emotional and spiritual
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stumbling blocks we can encounter such as, do resentments rule, am I emotionally balanced, is there something more I need to be
doing, am I at peace within?
Sometimes self-care does not always mean sit quietly, close your eyes and breathe deeply. Sometimes the only path to finding
your own quiet place in the sunlight is through a spiritual self-inventory, a house cleaning of sorts. Is This the Night is an interactive
workshop that offers a sampling of some wellness check exercises that can help clear the emotional clutter out to allow inner peace
to find its way in. For example: Do you keep a scorecard (some call it a hit list)? Have you found yourself stomping into the sandbox
lately? Did you realize that control does not = Love? Are you struggling with forgiveness? Emerson wrote: “What lies behind us and
what lies before us are tiny matters, compared to what lies within us.” Wise man Emerson.
Annemarie Matulis; Jennie Babcock

I2. C
 HAIR YOGA FOR EMOTIONAL HEALTH AND HEALING: BRING THE POWER OF YOGA TO YOUR CLINICAL PRACTICE
(Not just for Clinicians!)
The “top down” nature of psychotherapy and the “bottom up” nature of yoga are a powerful combination for healing. Through yoga
and psychotherapy we can honor the integrated nature of the physical body, emotional body and mind body to empower our clients.
This interactive workshop with Kate Graham from Soulful Yoga Therapy will guide you through the principles of chair yoga, allow you
to experience the power of the practice for yourself (gentle seated) and learn yoga techniques that you can implement in a clinical or
health care setting. Not just for Clinicians!
Kate Graham, LMHC, CYT-500, Soulful Yoga Therapy

J2. S ITTING WITH THE MISERY OF SELF-DESTRUCTIVE CLIENTS: HOW DO WE HELP OUR CLIENTS? HOW DO WE HELP
OURSELVES?
The vast majority of publications and presentations re: non-suicidal self-injury and suicide focus on clients – which is how it should
be. But what about the caregivers for these people?
This presentation will focus on the unusual topic of clinicians and other caregivers learning to sit with the misery of self-harming
clients. The clients discussed will be a subset of individuals who have endured complex trauma. Examples will include individuals
who have attempted suicide and survived; persons who witnessed the suicides of others; diverse clients who have endured rape or
other forms of abuse by parents; and parents who have lost children to suicide.
Specific components of clinicians sitting with misery will be discussed including exposure, fortitude, patience, distress tolerance,
gravitas, and an eventual meditative stillness.
Sitting with misery will be described as transformative for clients and therapists alike.
Repercussions for clinicians will also be discussed including emotional vulnerability, desensitization, compassion fatigue, aversion,
vicarious traumatization, and high job satisfaction. Implications for therapist and caregiver self-care will also be reviewed and
emphasized.
Barent Walsh, PhD, Executive Director Emeritus, Senior Clinical Consultant, The Bridge
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